
PLANAR DIVISION NEO-RINGS

BY

D. R. HUGHES

Introduction. The notion of a division ring can be generalized to give a

system whose addition is not necessarily associative, but which retains the

property of coordinatizing an affine plane. Such a system will be called a

planar division neo-ring (PDNR); examples of (infinite) PDNRs which are

not division rings are known.

If (R, +, •) is a finite power-associative PDNR, then (R, +) is shown to

be commutative and to possess the inverse property. The center of an arbi-

trary PDNR, and the nucleus of a finite PDNR, are shown to be PDNRs.

By means of these and similar properties it is demonstrated that all associa-

tive PDNRs of order =250 are actually abelian.

The main result is the following: if (R, +, ■) is a finite associative and

commutative PDNR of order n, and if p is any prime dividing n, then the

mapping x—>xp is an automorphism of (R, +, ■). Chiefly by means of this

result, all associative and commutative PDNRs of order ^250 are shown to

have prime-power order.

Chapter I contains results about the planar ternary rings developed by

Marshall Hall [7], with a sketch of their connection with the complete sets

of orthogonal latin squares associated with affine planes. Chapter II is de-

voted to strictly algebraic theory of PDNRs, mostly for the finite case. Chap-

ter III contains the main theorem about automorphisms mentioned above,

and examples of its application. In the Appendix will be found examples of

infinite PDNRs which are not division rings.

These results are from the author's doctoral dissertation at the University

of Wisconsin; the author wishes to take this opportunity to express his grati-

tude to Professor R. H. Bruck for invaluable assistance in carrying out this

research.

Chapter I. Planar ternary rings and latin squares

1. Introduction. In [7] Hall has given the definition of algebraic systems,

called planar ternary rings, which coordinatize (arbitrary) affine planes. In

this chapter we develop some algebraic properties of finite planar ternary

rings, and we investigate the connection between these rings and the complete

sets of orthogonal latin squares associated with affine planes. Using a co-

ordinatizing scheme similar to Hilbert's (see [10; 12]) we find a simple rela-

tion between the affine planes, the ternary rings, and the sets of squares.
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2. Coordinatizing. Given a projective plane n of order n, let LM be any

(fixed) line of II; Lx will be "the line at infinity." Let 7,i and L2 be any other

two distinct lines of II, and let F, X, and 0 be the points in common to L„

and 7,i, 7,M and L2, Li and L2, respectively. Let 7 be any fixed point on Lx,

I distinct from X and F. Now let R be a set of symbols of cardinal n, and for

the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that 0 (zero) and 1 (one, or the identity)

are two distinct symbols of R. Let the point 0 be assigned the symbol 0, and

let every other point of L\, except F, be assigned exactly one nonzero symbol

from R.

For any point P on L2, P distinct from X, consider the line 7P; 7P meets

Li in exactly one point Q, and Q is not F. If Q was assigned the symbol b

from R, let P also be assigned the symbol b. Now if P' is an arbitrary point

of II, P' not on L„, consider the two lines XP' and YP'. Suppose YP'

meets JL\ at the point which was assigned the symbol b, and suppose XP'

meets Lx at the point which was assigned the symbol c. Then let us name

the point P' as (b, c).

Now for any point Q on Lx, Q not F, consider the line L through Q and

(1, 0). There exists a unique point (0, m) on 7,i which is also on L; let Q he

named (m). Let us name the point F as (°°). (We are assuming that " « "

is not in R.)

The line Lx is called the y-axis and the line 7,2 is called the x-axis. If L is

any line of II not containing F, let (m) be the intersection of L with £«,, and

let (0, k) be the intersection of L with the y-axis. Then L will be named

[m, k]. If 7, is not Lm and L contains F, let (k, 0) be the intersection of L

with the x-axis; let L be named [co, (k, 0)]. The name for L„ will be simply

Lx.

It is fairly clear that we now have a one-to-one correspondence between

the points and lines of II and the various "names" jiven above. We shall freely

employ customary terminology when speaking of the points and lines of II:

the point (b, c) has x-coordinate b and y-coordinate c; the line [m, k] has slope

m and y-intercept k; the line [<», (k, 0)] has slope oo and ^-intercept k.

Let a, b, c££; the point (b, c) has a unique line of slope a containing it,

and suppose this line is [a, k]. Then we define F(a, b, c)=k; i.e., F(a, b, c) is

the y-intercept of the unique line of slope a which contains the point (b, c),

and so £ is a well-defined function.

A ternary ring (S, G) is defined to consist of a nonempty set 5 together

with a ternary operation G(a, b, c), defined for all a, b, cCS, where G(a, b, c)

is a (unique) element of S. The order of (S, G), or of S, is the number of ele-

ments in S.

As in [7 ], it is easy to verify that (R, F) as defined above is a ternary ring

satisfying:

(A) F(a, 0, c)=F(0, b, c) =c, for all a, b, cCR;
(B) F(a, l,0) = F(l,a, 0)=a, for all a££;
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(C) if a, b, c, ddR, aj^c, then there exists a unique xdR such that

F(x,a,b)=F(x,c,d);

(D) if a, b, cdR, then there exists a unique xdR such that F(a, b, x) =c;

(E) if a, b, c, ddR, a^Ac, then there exists a unique ordered pair x, ydR

such that F(a, x, y) =b, F(c, x, y) =d.

It is of some interest that these axioms are the same as Hall's, even though

different coordinatizing schemes were used. As in [7], the "converse" holds;

if (R, F) is a ternary ring containing at least the two distinct elements 0 and

1, and if (R, F) satisfies (A)-(E), then (R, F) defines an affine (or projective)

plane, in an obvious fashion.

We shall refer to a ternary ring with at least two distinct elements 0 and

1, which satisfies (A)-(E) as a planar ternary ring.

3. Algebraic properties of planar ternary rings. We prove some theorems

about planar ternary rings which are independent of the coordinatizing

scheme used.

Theorem Ll. If (R, F) is a finite ternary ring which satisfies (D), then

(R, F) satisfies (C) if and only if it satisfies (E).

Proof. Assume (C) and (D) hold, and let n be the order of R. Let a, b, c, d

be fixed elements of R, where a^c. Consider the n2 ordered pairs (F(a, x, y),

F(c, x, y)), as x and y range over R. If the equation of (E) has no solution,

then some ordered pair occurs at least twice among these pairs, since (b, d)

does not occur; if there is more than one solution for (E), then (b, d) occurs

at least twice among these pairs. So we shall be done if we can show that

F(a, x, y) = F(a, u, v), F(c, x, y) = F(c, u, v)

is impossible unless x=u, y = v.

Now if x = u, y^-v, then F(a, x, y) =F(a, x, v), which contradicts (D). So

we can assume xy^u. But then the equation F(z, x, y) =F(z, u, v) has the two

distinct solutions z = a, z = c, which contradicts (C). So (E) holds.

Now assume (D) and (E) hold in (R, F). Let a, b, c, d be fixed elements of

R, a^c. For each xdR determine xTdR from F(x, a, b)=F(x, c, xT); by

(D) this is possible in exactly one way. If x^y but xT = yT, then F(x, a, b)

= F(x, c, xT) and F(y, a, b)=F(y, c, xT). Let p = F(x, a, b), q = F(y, a, b).

Then the equations

F(x, u, v) = p, F(y, u, v) = q,

where xj^y, have the solutions u=a, v = b, and u = c, v = xT; since a^c, this

contradicts (E). So the mapping x—>xT is one-to-one of R upon R, since R is

finite. Hence xT = d for exactly one xdR; for this x, and only this x, we have

F(x, a, b) =F(x, c, d). So (C) holds, and the theorem is proven.

Lemma Ll. If (R, F) is a finite ternary ring satisfying (D), and if, for all
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a, b, c, dCR, a^c, there exists at most one xCR such that F(x, a, b) = F(x, c, d),

then there exists exactly one such x.

Proof. Let a, b, c, d be fixed elements of R, a^c. For each xCR, define

xTCR by F(x, a, b) =F(x, c, xT); by (D), this is possible in a unique way.

If x^y, but xT=yT, then F(x, a, b) = F(x, c, xT) and F(y, a, b)=F(y, c, xT),

and this contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma, since the equation F(z, a, b)

= F(z, c, xT) has at most one solution z££. Hence the mapping x—>xT is

one-to-one of R upon R, so there is a unique xCR such that xT = d, and for

this x, F(x, a, b) =F(x, c, d).

Theorem 1.2. If S is a finite nonempty subset of the planar ternary ring

(R, F), and if (S, F) is a ternary ring, then (S, F) is a planar ternary ring, or

consists of the zero alone.

Proof. Let a, b be fixed elements of S; the mapping x—>F(a, b, x) is one-to-

one of 5 upon S, since (R, F) satisfies (D) and S is finite. Thus (S, F) satisfies

(D). Also, since 5 is a subset of a planar ternary ring, the hypotheses of

Lemma Ll are satisfied, so (S, F) satisfies the conclusion of Lemma Ll;

this is (C).

If there is only one element a CS, then F(a, a, a) =a. ll a^O, then in R

the unique solution to the equation F(x, a, a) =F(x, 0, a) =a is x = 0; this is a

contradiction, so a = 0. If there are two distinct elements a, bCS, consider

the equation F(x, a, c) =F(x, b, c), for an arbitrary c£5; this equation has

the unique solution x = 0, so 0£S. The equation F(x, a, 0) =F(x, 0, o), o^O,

has the unique solution x = l, so 1£5. Thus, in view of Theorem Ll, (S, F)

is a planar ternary ring, and we are done.

Now if (R, F) is a planar ternary ring, let us define a b, or ab, as F(a, b, 0);

similarly, define a+b as £(1, a, b) (where a and b are arbitrary elements of R).

Then the set R* of nonzero elements of R forms a loop under the operation

(•), with identity 1; the set R forms a loop under the operation (+), with

"identity" 0. We refer to these loops as the multiplicative loop (£*, •) and

the additive loop (R, +). In general, F(a, b, c) is not the same as ab+c

= F(1, F(a, b, 0), c) (see [7]). A planar ternary ring for which F(a, b, c)

= ab+c holds for all a, b, cCR will be called linear.

4. Latin squares. Given a complete set of orthogonal latin squares of

order n, we can assume that the squares all use the symbols 0, 1, • • • , n — 1,

and that the set is in normal form: the top row of each square consists of the

symbols 0, 1, • • • , n — 1, in that order, from left to right, and one square of

the set has the transpose of this common top row in its left column. In the

row under the top row and in the left column, each square of the set has a

different symbol, hence the squares can be conveniently named (1), (2), • • • ,

(n — 1), according to the element in this position (the element 0 never occurs

in this position). (See [l; 11; 14; 17] for proofs.)
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We recall the well-known construction of an affine plane LT{ from the set

of orthogonal latin squares. For u, v=0, 1, • • • , n—1, (u, v) is a point; for

m, v = 0, 1, • • • , n—1, [u, v] is a line; for m = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , n—1, [<x>, (u, 0)] is

a line. The point (u, v) is on [x, y], x^O, if y occurs in position (w, i>) of square

(x); (w, v) is on [0, y] if v=y; (u, v) is on [oo, (x, 0)] if u = x. (Note that the

upper leftmost position in a square is position (0, 0), etc.)

Let (R, F) be a planar ternary ring whose elements, besides 0 and 1, are

taken as 2, 3, • • • , n — 1, where w is the order of R. For each xdR*, let (x)

be a square array with F(x, u, v) in its (u, v) position.

The square (x) is latin. For in the wth row of (x), the elements are F(x, u, z)

and the equation F(x, u, z)=b has exactly one solution for z, for any given

bdR- In the wth column of (x), the elements are F(x, z, u), and since

F(x, z, y) = b,       F(0, z,y)=u

has a unique solution for z and y, and since in fact, y =u, every element bdR

occurs exactly once in this column.

If (u) and (v) are two squares, U9^v, then (u) and (v) are orthogonal. For

the equations

F(u, x, y) = a,       F(v, x, y) = b

have exactly one solution x, y for a given pair a, bdR, so there is exactly one

position (x, y) such that a occurs in this position in (u) and b occurs in this

position in (v).

Now suppose (R, F) is linear; i.e., F(a, b, c)=F(l, F(a, b, 0), c), all

a, b, cdR- Then the square (u) has F(u, v, w) =uv+w in its (v, w) position.

Let us consider a fixed row in (u); i.e., the set of all elements F(u, v, x), u and

v fixed. Let y=uv; then the elements in row y of square (1) are the elements

F(l, y, x) =y+x = F(u, v, x), so row y of (1) is the same as row v of (u). Thus

the rows of any square are the same as the rows of any other, but their posi-

tion in the square is permuted.

Conversely, suppose the rows of (u), for any udR*, are the same as the

rows of (1), excepting that their position in the square is permuted; i.e., row

v of (u) is row vToi (1). Then F(u, v, w) =F(1, vT, w), all wdR; in particular,

uv = F(u, v, 0)=F(1, vT, 0)=vT. Then F(u, v, w)=F(l, uv, w)=uv+w; i.e.,

(R, F) is linear.

Under any circumstances, the square (1) is the Cayley table for the addi-

tive loop (R, +); the array whose wth row is the transpose of the left column

(the 0th column) of square (u) and whose 0th row consists of zeros is the

Cayley table for (R, ■) (not for (R*, ■)).

Finally, suppose that we are given a complete set of orthogonal latin

squares of order n; we assume that each square uses the symbols 0, 1, • • • ,

n — 1, and that the set is in normal form. Furthermore, let us name the squares

(1), (2), • • • , (« —1), as above. Let R be the set of elements 0, 1, • • ■ , n — 1,
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and define a ternary function F(a, b, c) on R as follows: £(0, b, c)=c, all

b, cCR; if a^O, then F(a, b, c) is the element in position (b, c) of square (a).

It is easy to verify that (R, F) is a planar ternary ring. Using the coordinatiz-

ing scheme of this paper, (R, F) defines an affine plane U2, and n2' is the

same as the plane IIi defined above by the set of squares.

Chapter II. Planar division neo-rings

1. Introduction. In this chapter we shall examine those types of linear

planar ternary rings which satisfy both distributive laws; our methods will be

purely algebraic, in contradistinction to the somewhat "mixed" methods of

Chapter III. Several results due to Paige [15] will be extended, and some

new results obtained, preparatory to Chapter III.

2. Algebraic properties. We recall some definitions. If G is a loop, the set

A of all elements gCG such that g(xy) = (gx)y, x(gy) = (xg)y, x(yg) = (xy)g lor

all x, yCG forms an associative subloop of G, called the nucleus of G. The set

Z of all elements of A which commute with every element of G is an abelian

group, called the center of G. (For the necessary proofs, see [2].)

Let (R, +, ■) be a nonempty set of elements with at least two distinct

elements 0 and 1, and with two operations (+) and (■) (where we often write

xy for x-y); let R* denote the set of elements of R different from 0. Suppose

(R, +, ■) satisfies:

(i)  (R, +) is a loop with 0 as identity;

(ii)  (R*, ■) is a loop with 1 as identity;

(iii) 0-x=x-0 = 0, for all x££;

(iv) a(b+c) =ab+ac, for all a, b, cCR;

(v) (a+b)c = ac+bc, for all a, b, cCR-

Then, following Bruck [5], we shall call (R, +, ■) a division neo-ring (DNR).

Unless otherwise stated, a qualifying adjective (commutative, associative,

etc.) preceding the phrase "DNR" will mean that the multiplicative loop of

the system has the particular property. The nucleus or the center of a DNR

will be the subset of (R*, ■) with the designated property, plus the zero ele-

ment. Furthermore, we shall use "abelian" to mean "commutative and asso-

ciative."

A DNR is not, in general, a linear planar ternary ring, as Paige [15] has

shown; in fact, there is an associative DNR of every finite order, and there

is an infinite class of orders for which there is no planar ternary ring at all

[6]. Clearly, a DNR (R, +, •) is a linear planar ternary ring (with F(a, b, c)

= ab+c) if and only if:

(vi) xa + b=xc+d has a unique solution x for all a, b, c, dCR, aj^c,and

(vii) ax+y=b, cx+y = d, has a unique solution x, y for all a, b, c, dCR,

aj^c.

In view of Theorem Ll, if (R, +, ■) is a finite DNR, either (vi) or (vii)

alone is necessary and sufficient in order that (R, +, ■) be planar. A DNR
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which satisfies (vi) and (vii) will be called a planar division neo-ring (PDNR).

See the Appendix for examples of PDNRs that are not divison rings.

The additive loop of a finite DNR is either an abelian p-group of type

(P, P, ' • • > P), or is a simple not-associative loop [3]. We now show that

certain subsets of a DNR are themselves DNRs.

Lemma ILL The nucleus of a DNR is an associative DNR.

Proof. Let A be the nucleus of the DNR (R, +, •). Then (A*, •) is a
group. Let a, bdA, x, ydR- Then:

(xy)(a + b) = (xy)a + (xy)b = x(ya) + x(yb) = x(ya + yb)

= x[y(a + b)].

By similar computation with respect to the other two associative laws, we

have a + bdA. If a+p=b, then:

(xy)(a + p) = (xy)a + (xy)p = x(ya) + (xy)p

and also:

(xy)(a + p) = (xy)b = x(yb) = x[y(a + p)] = x(ya) + x(yp).

By comparison, we have x(yp) = (xy)p; by two other similar computations,

we have pdA. Similarly, if q+a=b, then qdA. Thus (A, +) is a loop, so

(A, +, •) is a DNR.

Lemma 11.2. The center of a DNR is an abelian DNR.

Proof. Completely analogous to the proof of Lemma ILL

Theorem ILL Any finite sub-DNR of a PDNR is a PDNR.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1.2.

Corollary ILL The nucleus of a finite PDNR is a PDNR.

Corollary 11.2. The center of a finite PDNR is a PDNR.

But we can improve Corollary II.2.

Theorem II.2. The center of an arbitrary PDNR is a PDNR.

Proof. Let (R, +, •) be a PDNR with center Z; we know that (Z, +, ■)

is a DNR. Let a, b, c, ddZ, a^c, and let ua+b=uc+d; we shall show that

udZ. Let y be an arbitrary element of R. Then:

(yu)a + yb = y(ua) + yb = y(ua + b) = y(uc + d) = y(uc) + yd

= (yu)c + yd,

and

(uy)a + yb = (ua)y + by = (ua + b)y = (uc + d)y = (uc)y + dy

= (uy)c + yd.
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But the equation za+yb=zc+yd has a unique solution z££, so z=yu=uy;

i.e., u commutes with all of R.

Let x, yCR; we shall demonstrate (xu)y =x(uy), the other associative laws

being similar. We have:

(xu)a + xb = x(ua) + xb = x(uc) + xd = (xu)c + xd,

and

(xuy)a + (xy)b = (xua)y + (xb)y = (xu-c)y + (xd)y = (xu-y)c + (xy)d.

Similarly:

(uy)a + yb = (ua)y + by = (uc)y + dy = (uy)c + yd,

and

(x-uy)a + (xy)b = x(uya) + x(yb) = x(uyc) + x(yd) = (x-uy)c + (xy)d.

By comparison, the unique solution z for the equation za+(xy)b = zc + (xy)d

is z = (xu)y=x(uy). By two similar computations, we have uCZ.

A completely analogous proof shows that the solution u, v of the equations

au+v = b, cu+v=d, must be in the center. So (Z, +, ■) is planar.

3. Planar division neo-rings. Paige has shown [15] that in a finite abelian

DNR, the unique element e satisfying e-fT=0 also satisfies l+e = 0, and

e2 = l. Since e must lie in the center of any DNR, the same result must hold

in any finite DNR. We shall need the following results from [15], so we list

them for reference purposes:

Paige's Theorem. If (R, +, ■) is a finite abelian PDNR, and eCR satis-

fies e+1 =0, then:
(i) xCR, x2 = 1, implies that x = 1 or x =e, so there is at most one element of

multiplicative order two in R;

(ii) (R, +) is commutative and has the inverse property (see [2] for the

definition).

Throughout this paper we shall use the symbol e for the element satisfying

e + 1 =0; then x+xe=xe+x = 0, tor all xCR, ii R is finite. Next we prove a

sequence of results which culminate in a strong extension of Paige's Theorem.

First we note the following.

Theorem II.3. If (R, +, ■) is an (arbitrary) associative PDNR, then R

contains at most one element of multiplicative order two.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that a9*1, b^l, a^b, ai = bi = l. There

exists a unique pair u, vCR such that u+v = l, bau+v = b, and it is clear that

uy^O, v^O. Multiplying both of these equations by b, we have bu+bv = b,

au+bv = l, or ba-au + bv = b, au + bv = l.

Then the equations x+y = l, ba-x+y = b have solutions x = u, y=v, and

x=au, y = bv; thus a = b = l, a contradiction.
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Note that we do not prove that if an infinite abelian PDNR has a unique

element x of order two, then x + 1 =0; in the Appendix will be found a coun-

ter-example.

Theorem 11.4. Let (R, +, ■) be a finite DNR, and let K be a subloop of

(R*, •); let K' be the subloop of (R, +) generated by K. Then (K', +, ■) is a

DNR.

Proof. Let T be the set of all tdK' such that tkdK' for all kdK. Certainly

KQT. If t, t'dT, kdK, then (t+t')k = tk+t'kdK't since tk, t'kdK'. So
t+t'dT. Thus, sinccR is finite, (T, +) is a loop, and KQTQK', so T = K'.

Let 5 be the set of all sdK' such that ksdK' for all kdK'; we have just

shown that K is contained in 5. If s, s'dS, kdK', then k(s+s') =ks + ks'dK',

since ks, ks'dK'. So s+s'dS, and (S, +) is a loop; since KQSQK', we have

S = K'. I.e., K' is closed under multiplication, so (K', +, •) is a DNR.

Theorem II.5. Let (R, +, ■) be a finite DNR, and let K be a subgroup of

(R*, ■); then the DNR (K', +, ■) generated by K is associative.

Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 11.4. Let T be the set

of all tdK' such that t(ab) =(ta)b for all a, bdK; certainly KQT. As above,

we show that (T, +) is a loop, whence T = K', since K' is additively generated

by K. Then we let 5 be the set of alls dK' such that k(sa) = (ks)a for all kdK',

all adK. Again, S = K'. Finally, let Q be the set of all qdK' such that

k(k'q) = (kk')q for all k, k'dK'. We show Q=K' and we are done.

Theorem II.6. Let (R, +, ■) be a finite DNR, and let K be a commutative

subloop of (R*, -);let (K', +, ■) be the DNR generated by K. Then (K1, +, ■)

is commutative.

Proof. Using the methods of the two previous theorems, the proof is quite

straightforward.

Corollary II.3. Let (R, +, •) be a finite DNR, let S be a subset of R, and

let S' denote the set union of S and the zero element. Then if Sis a maximal com-

mutative subloop of (R*, ■), or a maximal associative subloop of (R*, ■), or a

maximal abelian subloop of (R*, ■), then (S', +, ■) is a DNR.

Applying Theorems II.5 and II.6 with K as the identity subgroup of

(R*, •), we see that the element 1 additively generates an abelian DNR. As

further corollaries, we have:

Corollary II.4. Any multiplicatively power-associative element of a finite

DNR is contained in an abelian sub-DNR.

Corollary 11.5. Let G be a finite loop containing a maximal abelian sub-

group H with a unique element f of order two, such that f is not in the center of G.

Then G is not the multiplicative loop of any DNR.
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Proof. Suppose the contrary; i.e., G is the multiplicative loop of the finite

DNR (R, +, ■). Let S be the set union of 77 and the zero element; by Corol-

lary II.3, (5, +, •) is an abelian DNR, so by a theorem due to Paige [15,

Theorem II.2], l+/ = 0. But/ is not in the center of R, while in (R, +, ■),

l-(-e_1 = 0, where e is in the center. Thus/y^e~\ and this is a contradiction.

If we let the G of Corollary 11.5 be a not-abelian group of order 2p, p an

odd prime, then 77 can be taken as any one of the Sylow 2-groups of G, thus

satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 11.5, since the center of G is trivial. So

G is not the multiplicative loop of any DNR. Paige obtained this result by

different methods, and he also raised the question of the truth of the follow-

ing:

Corollary II.6. The symmetric group Sn on n symbols, n>2, is not the

multiplicative loop of any DNR.

Proof. If n is even, let b = (l, 2, ■ • • , n); if n is odd, let b = (l, 2, • • ■ ,

n — 1). Then it is easy to show that the cyclic group 77generated by b is max-

imal abelian in Sn and contains a unique element of order two. Since the

center of Sn, n>2, is trivial, this proves the corollary.

Lemma II.3. If (R, +, ■) is a DNR with commutative addition, then R con-

tains at most one element of multiplicative order two.

Proof. Let / be an element of multiplicative order two. Then:

(l + /)2 = (l +f) + (l +/)/= (l +/) + (/+ l) = (l +/) + (l +/)

= (1 +/)(! + 1).

If 1+f^O, then (1+/)2 = (1+/)(1 + 1) implies 1+/=1 + 1, or/=l, a contra-

diction. So l+/ = 0, whence/ is certainly unique. Furthermore, we see that if

1 + 1=0, then there is no element of multiplicative order two.

Theorem 11.7. If (R, +, •) is a finite PDNR, then R contains at most one

element of multiplicative order two.

Proof. Let/ be an element of multiplicative order two; we shall show that

/+1 =0, whence/ is certainly the only element of multiplicative order two in

R.

Since/2 = 1,/is power-associative, so the PDNR generated by/ is abelian,

by Corollary II.4; thus by Paige's Theorem, the PDNR generated by/ has

commutative addition. Hence by Lemma II.3, / is the unique element of

order two in this sub-PDNR, so/+l =0.

Corollary II.7. If (R, +, ■) is a finite PDNR, and if T is a subgroup of
(R*, ■) whose order is 2h for some integer k, then either T is cyclic or T is a gen-

eralized quaternion group.

Proof. Since T contains exactly one element of order two, it contains ex-
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actly one subgroup of order two. Hence (see, for instance, [19, p. 118]) the

corollary follows.

We recall that under the circumstances of Corollary II.7, T contains an

element of order 2k~1, hence contains an abelian subgroup of order 2*_1.

Theorem 11.8. // (R, +, ■) is a finite power-associative PDNR, then

(R, +) is commutative and has the inverse property.

Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of R*; the PDNR generated by a has

commutative and inverse property addition, by Corollary 11.4 and by Paige's

Theorem; the element 1 is in this PDNR. So l+a=a-f-l, (a + l)+e=a, all

adR- Multiplying these two equations on the left by an arbitrary element of

R, we have the equations for commutative and inverse property addition

between any two elements of R.

Let K be any subset of the DNR (R, +, ■), and let Z(K) be the subset of

R consisting of all the elements of R which commute and associate with the

elements of K. Let A (K) be the subset of R consisting of all the elements of R

which associate with the elements of K. Let C(K) be the subset of R consisting

of all the elements of R which commute with the elements of K.

Theorem II.9. Let K be a subset of the finite DNR (R, +, ■) and let N

be a subloop of (R*, ■) such that NQZ(K) (or NQA(K), or NCZC(K)), and let

(N', +, ■) be the DNR generated by N. Then N'QZ(K) (or N'QA(K), or

N'QC(K)).

Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the methods of

Theorem 11.4.

The next theorem will be needed in Chapter III, but we give it here since

it is purely algebraic in proof.

Theorem 11.10. If (R, +, ■) is an associative DNR (not necessarily finite)

then the equations ax + b=cx+d, all a, b, c, ddR, a^c, have at most one solution

for x if and only if the equations xa+b =xc+d, all a, b, c, ddR, a^c, have at

most one solution for x.

Proof. Suppose the equations xa+b = xc+d, a-Ac, have at most one solu-

tion. Let us assume that ax+b=cx+d=p, ay + b = cy+d = q, where a^c; we

wish to show that x=y.

If a = 0, then c^O, so b=cx+d = cy+d, and x=y. If b = 0, then ax = cx+d,

ay = cy+d; if x = 0, then d = 0, so ay = cy, whence y = 0=x. So for b=0, we can

assume xs^O and similarly, y^O. Then a = c+dx~1 = c+dy~1, whence x=y or

d = 0; but c£ = 0 is impossible, since a^c.

So we can assume a, b, c, d all nonzero, li p=q, then x =y, so in particular,

we can assume that at least one of p and q is nonzero; suppose p^O. Then let

z = p~1q, whence:
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axz + bz = pz = q = ay + b,   and cxz + dz = pz = q = cy + d.

If we multiply the second of these equations on the left by bd~x, we have:

a(xz) + bz = ay + b,   and    (bd~1c)(xz) + bz = (bd~1c)y + b.

But the equation v(xz)+bz = vy+b has at most one solution for v, if xz?±y.

So either a = bd~1c or xz = y.

It xz = y, then from axz+bz = ay+b, we have bz = b, so z = l, and x = y.

If a = bd_1c, then from ax+b = cx+d we have bd~1cx+b=cx+d, or

(bd~x)(cx+d) =cx+d, whence bd~x = l, since ex+d=p7*0. Thus b = d, ax = cx,

and x = 0; similarly, ay = cy, so y = 0=x.

Thus in all cases x=y. The other half of the proof is omitted, since it is

completely similar.

We conclude this chapter with some results that help to classify PDNRs,

but which are rather fragmentary. If (R, + , •) is a finite DNR of order w,

with commutative addition, let us consider the Cayley table for addition.

For each bCR, b occurs n times in the table; if b occurs k times above the

main diagonal, then it occurs k times below it, so b occurs n — 2k times on the

main diagonal. If n is odd, then every element occurs at least once on the

main diagonal, so it occurs exactly once on the main diagonal. Thus 1 + 1 ?*0,

for otherwise b+b = 0, all bCR, and then only 0 occurs on the main diagonal.

If n is even, then (R*, ■) has odd order, so the center of (R*, •) has odd

order, hence possesses no element of order two; thus 1 + 1=0. So a finite

DNR with commutative addition has even order if and only if 1 + 1 =0. Note

that for any finite DNR, even order implies 1 + 1 =0.

Now let (R, +) have the inverse property, as well as being commutative.

Consider all triples (a, b, c) of distinct nonzero elements of R which have the

property a+b = ce, where e + l=0. Then, using the inverse property, a+c

= be, b+c = ae. Given aCR*, b can be chosen as any element in R*, excepting

that a(l + l)ey*b, ae^b(l + l), ae^b, a^b; for otherwise we would have

c = a, c = b, c = 0, or a = b, respectively. Then c is uniquely determined by

c = (a+b)e. Now if » is even, or equivalently, e — 1, b must avoid only the

value a, whence there are (n — l)(n — 2)/2 pairs a, bCR that determine a

triple. Each triple determines 3 pairs, so (n — l)(n — 2) must be divisible by 6.

Using the fact that n is even, this is equivalent to n = 2 (mod 6), or »=-4

(mod 6).

If n is odd, but e = l + l, then b must avoid the two distinct values a

and ae, so there are (n — l)(n — 3)/2 pairs, whence as above, (» —1)(» —3)=0

(mod 6). This yields n = l (mod 6), or «=3 (mod 6).

If n is odd, and e^l + 1, then b must avoid the four distinct values

o(l + l)e, c(l + l)_1e, ae, and,a. So there are (n — l)(n — 5)/2 pairs, hence

(n —1)(» —5)=0 (mod 6), and n = l (mod 6), or «=5 (mod 6).
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We can summarize these results in the following:

Theorem 11.11. If (R, +, ■) is a finite DNR of order n, with commutative,

inverse property addition, then n is never divisible by 6; n = 2 or 4 (mod 6) if

and only if l + l=0;ra = 3 (mod 6) implies e = l + l;« = 5 (mod 6) implies

e^l,e^l + l.

If (R, +, ■) is a DNR which contains no proper sub-DNR, then we shall

say that (R, + , •) is a prime DNR; if R is finite, then R is additively gener-

ated by any one of its nonzero elements, and (R*, ■) is an abelian group. For

an arbitrary finite DNR, define the characteristic of the DNR to be the order

of the (clearly unique) prime DNR contained in it. For PDNRs, Theorem

11.11 implies:

Corollary II.8. If (R, +, ■) is a finite power-associative PDNR of order n,

then w ̂  0 (mod 6); R has characteristic two if and only if n = 2 or 4 (mod 6);

n = 3 (mod 6) implies that R has characteristic three; n = 5 (mod 6) implies that

R has characteristic greater than three.

Suppose (R, +, •) is a finite PDNR of order n, and suppose R is not abel-

ian. Let there be a PDNR (S, +, •) of order k contained in the center of R

(e.g., the prime PDNR, or the center itself), and let there be a power-associa-

tive element adR, a(£S (e.g., R is power-associative). Then since S* is

contained in the center of (R*, ■), there is an abelian subgroup of (R*, ■)

which contains S* and a, hence there is an abelian PDNR (T, +, •) which

properly contains S and is properly contained in R. Suppose T has order /;

let Iii, II2, and II3 be the projective planes associated with S, T, and R respec-

tively. Then II3 properly contains II2, and II2 properly contains LTi. Thus we

know (see, for instance, [4]) that k2 = t, or k2+k^t, and t2=n, or t2+t^n.

Combining these, we have k*=n, or k*+k2^n. Thus:

Lemma 11.4. If (R, +, ■) is a finite power-associative not-abelian PDNR

of order n, and if R has characteristic k, then k* = n or k*+k2^n.

Theorem 11.12. Ifn=PQ+l, where P and Q are powers of distinct primes,

both cube-free, then any associative PDNR of order n is abelian.

Proof. Suppose (R, +, ■) has order n, where (R*, ■) is a not-abelian group.

Assume P<Q; there is an abelian subgroup of (R*, ■) of order Q, hence there

is an abelian sub-PDNR of order m, where n>m^Q + l. But m2^(Q+l)2

= Q2+2Q+l>Q2 + l>PQ+l=n. This is impossible.

Chapter III. Difference sets and automorphisms

1. Difference sets. Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, (R, +, ■) will

be assumed to be an associative PDNR of finite order n throughout this

chapter. Thus we know that if 6 + 1=0, then l+e = 0, e2 = l, and the only
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elements of R which satisfy x2 = l are 1 and e. Furthermore, (R, +) is com-

mutative and has the inverse property.

Let ® be the direct product group of (R*, •) with itself, and let §,-,

i = 1, 2, 3, he respectively the subgroups of ® consisting of all elements (1, a),

(a, 1), and (a, a). §i and §2 are normal in ®, and $4>/ = ® if i^j. Let 3) be

the subset of ® consisting of all (a, b) such that a+b = l in R.

Now we demonstrate the following:

(i) if q£®, Cj£§,- for any i, then g can be represented in exactly one way

as bibr1, and in exactly one way as br'bi, b,£35;

(ii) if f)£§,- for some i, 6^(1, 1), then f) has no representation as bibr1,

and none as bf1^, where b,£35.

For if bi, b2£3X then bi = (x, 1 +xefrb2 = (y, 1+ye), where x and y are not

0 or 1. Then (a, 6)=bibr1 if and only if a=xy~x, b = (l+xe)(l+ye)~1; or

x=ay, b(l+ye) = l+aye; or x=ay, bye+b=aye + l. But by Theorem 11.10,

bye+b=aye + l has exactly one solution for y if a9*b; so no element of $3 is

represented as bibr1- If 6 = 1, a 5^1, then the only solution is y = 0, so b2 is not

in©; if a — 1, 6^1, then 6(ye+l) =ye+l, soye+1 =0, whencey = l and again

b2 is not in ®. For all other values of a and 6, a9^b, there is exactly one y and x

such that (a, b)=(x, l+xe)(y, 1+ye)-1. Similarly, all elements not in any

§,- have exactly one representation bf"^, bi, b2££).

Thus (®, £>) is a system similar to the difference sets oi [4, 9](1).

There are n — 2 elements in J), and the (n — 2)2 products bibr1 will repre-

sent the identity (1, 1) exactly « —2 times.

Now if bi, b2££>, and if $ibi = §<b2 for some i, then bi = bi>2, f)£§.-, so

6 = bibr1, which implies 6 = (1, 1) and thus bi.= b2. So the n — 2 cosets §<b, as

b ranges over T>, are distinct. Since §,- has order n—1 and © has order

(n — 1)2, there is exactly one coset $,-t< not of the form g.b. For * = 1, 2, §<

itself is this coset; i.e., we can assume ti = tj = (l, 1).

If §3(1, e) were a coset £3b, b££>, then we would have b = f)(l, e), B£§3.

If b = (x, 1+xe), this yields x = a, l+xe=ae=xe, or 1=0. This is impossible,

so we can choose t» = (l, e).

2. Existence of multipliers. We shall be concerned with the group algebra

A of © over the field of rationals, and the congruence a = 0 (mod p), where p

is an integer, aCA, will mean that the coefficients of the summands from ®

occurring in a are integers which are congruent to zero, modulo p. Further-

more, we can identify the identity (1, 1) of ® with the element 1 of the field of

rationals. For another discussion of a very similar situation, see [4, 9]; the

author owes much of his inspiration for the following result to the former

paper, by R. H. Bruck.
Let us assume that (R, +, ■) is abelian; then © is abelian. Let D= £b,

all b£$), let 5= zZq, all g£®, let s,-= £b, all b£$<, and let s0=5i+S2+s8.

(') See the Appendix for the characterization corresponding to (i) and (ii) in the special

case that (R, +, ■) is infinite and abelian.
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Then SiD is the sum of all the elements of ® in cosets §,b, bG3X so s0D

= 3s— YsAi-
Define/i = 3, and/» = (»-2)/»_i+3(-l)*-» for k>l. We shall prove:

(1) soD* =fks+(-!)" Y sdi

We have already shown (1) for k = 1; assume (1) holds for k—1. Then:

soD   = [/*_!*+(-1)      YsiU    ]D

= (n- 2)/t_i5 + (-1)*"1 Y (U'^iD)

= (n- 2)/*_is + (-1)*"1 Y (s£~- sdi)

= (n- 2)fk_is + (-!)"'" Y (s - Sit-)

= [(« - 2)/t_i + 3(-l)*_1]5 + (-1)* YsiU

= fks + (-l)kYsiU.

Thus we have proven (1).

Now let gk = (n — 2)k—fk; g* can also be defined inductively: gi=n — 5,

gk = (n-2)gk_x + 3(-l)k   for   *>1.   Then

(s-so)Dk=sDk-soDk = (n-2)ks-SoDk = (n-2)ks-fks-(-l)kYsi$, or:

(2) (s - s0)Dk = gks + (-1)*-1 Y sdi.

Now if we reduce modulo n, we can write: gx=— 5, g2 = 2(5)+3,

g3=- [22(5)+2(3)+3], gt=-23(5)+22(3)+2(3)+3, all mod n, etc. Thus it is

clear that:

gk =■ (-l)*[2*-i(5) + 3(2*-* + 2*-» + . • • + 1)] (mod n)

=- (-1)*[2*-K5) + 3(2*-» - 1)] (modn)

= (-l)k(2k+2 - 3) (modn).

Now let p be any prime which divides n; congruences modulo n certainly

hold modulo p. So we write:

gp_i =-(-l)*-1^1 - 3) (mod p).

But 2" = 2 (mod p), so 2p+1=-4 (mod p); Up is odd, then (-l^s+l

(mod p), and if p = 2, then ( — 1)p_1=— 1=-+1 (mod p). So if p is any prime

divisor of n, we have:

(3) gP-i = 1 (mod p).

Lemma I ILL If s, so, D are defined as above, and if p is any prime divisor

of n, then

(4) (s - s0)Dp~1 = s - s0 (mod p).
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Proof. From (2) and (3), (s-s0)Dp-1=s + (-l)pzZs^~1 (mod p). ll p is

odd, then tf-1 = 1, all i; if p = 2, then n is even, so (R, +, •) has characteristic

two, and t<=l, all i. So we have (4).

If p is any prime divisor of n, the mapping x—>x<p = xp is an automorphism

of (R*, •), so the mapping (x, y)—*(x, y)<f> = (xp, yp) is an automorphism of ®.

Let us denote the linear extension of <f> to the group algebra A by the same

symbol <p; furthermore, let us denote the linear extension to A of the auto-

morphism a—»g_1 of ® by a—*a*. Then, by the definition of 35, we have

D*D=n+s — so- Let a=D*D<p — s. Using the fact that s,<p = Si and 5,5/= s

ii i^j, we have;

2 2 2 2
5o = 5i + 52 + 53 + 2sis2 + 2525s + 2s35i = (n — l)s0 + 6s,

a*a = (D*<pD - s)(D*D<p - s)

= D*<t>(DD*)D<p - 2(n - 2(2s + (n - l)2s

= (n + s- so)2 - 2(n - 2)2s + (n - l)2s

= n2+6s - (n+ 1)50

= (n - so)2.

Since D<j> = £bp, b£3), we have D<p = Dp (mod p), and D*D<f>

= (D*-D)Dp-1=(n+s-So)Dp-1=(s-So)Dp~1=s-s0 (mod p), from (4), and

since p divides n. So a= — 50 (mod p), or a=pC—So, where C is an integral

element of A.

If g£® occurs as a summand in C, with (integral) coefficient k, then since

D*D<j>=pC+s — s0 has non-negative coefficients, we have:

(i) if g£§<fbr any i, then pk + 1 ̂ 0, so k^O;

(ii) if g£§,- for some i, g?*(l, 1), then pk + 1 — 1 ̂ 0, so k^O;

(iii) if g = (l, 1), then pk + l-3=pk-2^0, so k^l.
Thus C has non-negative coefficients, and the coefficient of the identity is

positive.

Again, a=D*-D<p — s=pC—so; so D*D<p=pC+(s — s0). Also, we have

D*D = n + (s — So); subtracting, we have D*(D<p — D)=pC—n, or:

(5) D(D*<p - D*) = PC* - n.

Also, D*<pD<t> = (D*-D)<p = (n+s — s0)<p=n+s — so, and this gives:

(6) (D*<t> - D*)D<p = n- pC.

Lemma 111.2. 7/7? and C are defined as above, then

(7) D<p(pC* - n) = D(n - pC).

Proof. Multiply (5) by D<p, (6) by D, and equate the right sides.

Suppose g£® is a summand in C, 8*^(1, 1), and the coefficient of g is

positive. The term 7>g can contain at most one element of 35, since g is
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represented at most one time as g = bibr1 and hence bi = gb2 holds at most once.

Thus the right side of (7) must contain at least n — 3 distinct elements of ©

with negative coefficients. If g and f) are two distinct nonidentity elements of

@, and if both occur in C with positive coefficients, then since big = bar) holds

for at most one pair bi, b2G£), there are at least 2(w — 3) — 1 =2n — 7 distinct

elements on the right side of (7) with negative coefficients.

On the left side of (7), the only elements with negative coefficients are the

elements of D<$> (and perhaps not all of these). Thus the left side of (7) con-

tains at most n — 2 distinct elements with negative coefficients. So if two dis-

tinct nonidentity elements of © occur in C with positive coefficients, we have

«-2^2«-7, or «^5.
If w^5, then the PDNR is known to be a field, and we leave this case for

the moment, and assume n>5. In this latter case, C can contain at most
..... \

one nonidentity element of © with a nonzero coefficient. Assume C = q+k§,

where 8^(1, 1), k>0, and q is the coefficient of the identity. Then a=pq

+pka, — so, and a*a = (n — s0)2=»8 — 2ns0+sos = (pq+pkq.)(pq+pkQ-1) — 2pqs0

-pfeo(g + 8~l)+So, so:

(8)       p2(q2 + k2) + p2qk(q, + or1) - 2pqs0 ~ pks0(z + (T1) = n2 - 2ns0.

The fourth term on the left of (8) contributes at least n — 1 distinct elements

of ®, not in any ^,-, with negative coefficients, while the first two terms on the

left of (8) contribute at most two distinct nonidentity elements of © with

positive coefficients. Since no nonidentity element occurs on the right side of

(8) with negative coefficient unless the element is in some ^3,-, we must have

2^« — 1, or « = 3; this contradicts our assumption that n>5. So &=1 is

impossible, and therefore C = q, where pq=n.

Thus a=n — So, or D*D<b=n+s — s0 = D*-D; if we know that D* is a

nonsingular element of A, then we have:

(9) D<t> = D.

In order to show the nonsingularity of D*, it is sufficient to show the non-

singularity of D*D; this in turn will be proven if we show that D*DQ is a

rational number, for some QdA.

Let Q = Bn + Cs+Esl, where B, C, and E are undetermined for the

moment. Then:

D*DQ = Bn2 + [Cn2 + (B - 4C + 3E)n + (AC - 9E)]s + (E - Bn)s0.

li we let E=Bn, C = an+b, E=cn2+dn+e, where a, b, c, d, e are to be ra-

tional numbers, and demand that the coefficient of 5 above be zero, we have:

(a + 3c)n3 + (-4a + b - 8c + 3d)n2 + (4a - ib - Sd + 3e)n + (4& - 8e) =0.

This gives the set of equations:
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o + 3c =0,

- 4o +   b - 8c + 3d =0,
(10)

4o - 46 - &d + 3e = 0,

46 - 8e = 0.

(10) is a set of four equations in five unknowns, and has nonzero rational solu-

tions. So Q can be determined such that D*DQ is a rational number, whence

D* is nonsingular. Therefore (9) holds, for »>5.

Equation (9) is essentially the proof of the existence of multipliers (see

K 9]).
3. Automorphisms of an abelian planar division neo-ring. The result of

the previous section permits both an algebraic and a geometric interpretation,

although the author has found it necessary to "mix" the two in order to get

the best results. As a preliminary to the interpretation, we define an auto-

morphism of a DNR (R, +, ■) to be a one-to-one mapping <j> of R upon R

such that (ab)<t>=a<t>b<p and (a + b)<p=a<p+b<p, all a, 6££. Then:

Theorem III. 1. If (R, +, •) is a finite abelian PDNR oforder n, and if pis

any prime dividing n, then the mapping4>: x—>xpis an automorphism of (R, +, •)•

Proof. If «^5, then (R, +, •) is a field, since all projective planes of order

less than eight are coordinatized only by fields; hence the theorem certainly

holds if »S»5. So we assume n>5, in which case (9) of the previous section

holds.

Since (p, n — 1) = 1, <p is an automorphism of (R*, ■) and is one-to-one of R

upon R. Now (9) is equivalent to 350 = 35, or: if a+6 = l, then atp+b<p = l.

Let a, bCR, a+b = c?*0; then c_1a+c_16 = l, so (c~1a)cp + (c~1b)(p = l, or

(c(p)-1(a<p) + (cct>)-1(b<l>)=l, or acj>+b<p = c<l> = (a+b)(p. If a+6=0, then b=ae,

and acp~+(ae)4>=a4> + (a4>)(e<t>); since e is either 1, or is the unique element of

order two, we must have ecj> = e. So atp + (a<j>)(e<p) =0. Thus <j> is an automor-

phism of (R, +), hence is an automorphism of (R, +, ■).

Conversely, if <j> is any automorphism of (R, +, •), then 3)0 = 35 is easy

to prove, so (9) of the previous section holds for all values of n.

Now since a prime PDNR of finite order is additively generated by the

element 1, every automorphism of a prime PDNR (of finite order) must fix

every element. Let (£, +, •) be a prime PDNR of finite order n, and let p

be any prime divisor of n. Suppose qi, q2, ■ ■ ■ , qt are the distinct odd prime

divisors of n—1, and suppose 2* is the greatest power of two that divides

n — 1 (nis not even unless n = 2). There are elements in £ with multiplicative

order qi for each i, and there are elements of multiplicative order 2*. Since the

mapping x—>xp fixes every element of £, every nonzero element of £ must

satisfy xp_1 = l; i.e., every qt must divide p — 1, and 2k must divide p — 1, for

all primes p that divide n. This gives a condition on n which is satisfied by

only two non-prime integers less than 50,000. These are:
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„ = 2501 = 41-61, n - 1 = 22-54,

n = 8749 = 13-673,       n - 1 = 22-37.

So with the possible exception of 2501 and 8749, all prime PDNRs of order

less than 50,000 have prime order(2). The author does not know if these two

exceptional values are actually possible or not; note that if we knew that the

multiplicative group of a prime PDNR was cyclic, then we could conclude

that all prime PDNRs have prime order.

4. Nonexistence of certain abelian planar division neo-rings. Geometri-

cally, the statement 3>p = jD, in conjunction with (i) and (ii) of §111.1, enables

us to decide that there is no abelian PDNR of many composite orders; this

is essentially the "repeated difference" technique of Hall [9]. Together with

certain algebraic implications of (9), these methods are strong enough to

prove that all abelian PDNRs of order 5S250 actually have prime-power

order, with the exception of the single value 74; by other methods, the author

has been able to reject « = 74.

First we prove a theorem which helps to reject some values.

Theorem III.2. Let (R, +, ■) be an abelian PDNR of order n, where

pi, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pr are the distinct prime divisors of n. Suppose x5 = 1 for all xdR*,

where q — 1 is an integer whose only distinct prime divisors are among the pi,

i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , r. Then n is 2, 3, or 4.

Proof. The mapping x—>x»_1 is an automorphism of (R, +, •), by Theo-

rem III.l, and if x^e, xt^O, we have:

1 = (i + xy = (i + *)«-i(i.+ x) = (1 + *«-i)(l + x) = (1 + ar-l)(l + x)

= (1 + x) + ar-i(l 4- x) = (1 + x) + (1 + x"1).

So l-r-x = l+e(l-|-x-1)=ex_1, for all x, x^e, x?*0. But if x^e, x=^0, then

ex-1 = l+x=x+l = x(l+x_1) =x(ex) =ex2. So x3 = l, all xdR*, x^e.

If e^l, then let xdR*, x^e. We have (xe)'=xse=e, whence (xe)3?*l, so

we must have xe=e, or x = l. Thus 0, 1, e are the only elements of R, son = 3.

If e = l, and «>2, let adR*, a^l; then l+a = a2. Hence a2 is not 0, 1,

or a. Let bdR*, b^l, bj^a. The equation x+a = b(x+l) has a unique solu-

tion xdR- Since b^a, we have x?^0; since b^0 and aj^l, we have x^l,

Xy*a. So bx2 = b(x+l)=x+a=x(l+ax~1) =x(x_1a)2=x_1a2, or a2 = bxl = b.

Thus R* has only the three elements 1, a, a2-. So if n > 2, we have n = 4.

Theorem 111.3. There is no abelian PDNR whose order is divisible by any

of the following pairs of primes: (2, 3), (2, 5), (2, 7), (2, 13), (3, 5), (3, 7),
(3, 11), (3, 13), (3, 17), (3, 19), (5, 7), (5, 11). If an abelian PDNR has order
divisible by any of the following pairs of primes, then x* = 1 for all nonzero x in

(*) Professor Lowell Paige has informed the author of the existence of two more such in-

tegers: n =236197 = 13-18169, n-l=2»-3", and » = 1562501 = 1201 -1301, *-l=2»-58.
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the PDNR: (7, 13),k=6;(2, 11), (2, 29), * = 7; (5, 13), jfe = 12; (2, 17), (2, 19),

(2, 31), £ = 15; (2, 23), £ = 105.

Proof. The proofs are all quite simple and depend upon finding a "repeated

difference." For example:

(3, 11). If b£35, then b3, b9, bu£35, and b"b-» = b»b-1 = b*, so b8 = l all
b£35. Thus x8 = l, all nonzero x. But then the multiplicative group of the

PDNR has order 2, 4, or 8 (see Corollary II.7), so the PDNR has order 3, 5,

or 9, none of which are divisible by 11.

(5, 7). If b£35, then b*»£35, for m = 5, 7, 25, 35, 49. Then b^b"26 = b^b"1
= b24, so b24=l, all b£35. Then b, bB, b7, bu£3), and b11b-7 = b6b-1 = b4, so

b4 = l or b12 = l, all b£3). Hence x36 = l, all nonzero x in the PDNR. But

36 — 1 =5-7, and this is impossible by Theorem III.2.

Another technique which is used to reject non-prime-power orders is

typified by »= 161, n—1=26-5. There are no "repeated differences," but

suppose (R, +, •) has order 161 and S is the subset of R consisting of all x

which satisfy x = x49. Since S consists of all the elements fixed by the auto-

morphism x—»x49, (S, +, ■) is a sub-PDNR; if x^O, then x£5 if and only if

x18 = l. TheSylow 2-group of (R*, ■) is cyclic, so 5 has order 17. But 172>161,

so no plane of order 161 contains a subplane of order 17.

The exceptional case w = 74 could not be rejected by any method known

to the author, excepting by a tedious computation of all "possible" sets 35,

and the discovery of a "repeated difference" for each.

5. Nonexistence of certain associative planar division neo-rings. The re-

sults of the preceding section are unsatisfactory in the sense that no general

proof can be given that all finite abelian PDNRs have prime-power order. In

view of cases like w = 74 it appears that such a theorem, if true, could not be

proven from the results of this chapter.

In a somewhat similar fashion, the next topic is also unsatisfactory. By a

straightforward analysis, all associative PDNRs of order equal to or less than

250 can be shown actually to be abelian; but the author cannot find a method

of supplying a general proof. Since any such proof would probably have to

contain the classical Wedderburn theorem, the result, if true, probably lies

fairly deep.

The techniques are all fairly simple. For instance, if n = 5 (mod 6), nr£625,

«<650, then by Corollary 11.8 and Lemma 11.4 any associative (even power-

associative) PDNR of order n is abelian. Also, we apply Theorem 11.12, or

we apply well-known results from group theory about the order of abelian

subgroups, and use Theorem II.6.

Appendix

1. The author wishes to thank Mr. H. Naumann for an example of an

infinite abelian PDNR which is not a division ring; his example is Rt oi the

following. (See also [12].)
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Let (R, +, ■) be any field of real numbers, and let r> 1 be any fixed ele-

ment of R. Then define Rr=(R, ©, •) by a-b=ab, and:

a + b     if a6 =t 0,

a ® b =   a + rb   if ab ^ 0, and   \ a\   ^  | rb \ ,

a/r + b if ab S 0, and   \ a\   ^   | rb \ .

If we were to let r = 1, then i?i is merely the field R; if we allow 1 >r>0, then

the resulting system Rr has addition which is anti-isomorphic to the addition

in R„ where s = l/r.

We shall not complete the proof that Rr is a PDNR, since it is straight-

forward, if somewhat long(3). But we note that since ( — r) ®(1) =(1) ©( — 1/r)

= 0, (R, ©) is not associative, not commutative, and does not possess the in-

verse property. Furthermore, Rr contains a unique element of multiplicative

order two, and this element is not the additive "inverse" of 1, on either side.

So the restriction to finiteness for many of the theorems of Chapter II cannot

be removed.

We can also show that if R is any field of real numbers, if r, sdR, r^s,

r>l, s>l, then Rr and R, are not isomorphic. For suppose that there exists

an isomorphism T of Rr upon R,. We may assume r>s. Then there is a ra-

tional number a such that r2>a>s2. Clearly 1!T = 1, 0r = 0, so ( — r)T= — s,

(r2)T = s2. Since «r=(l©l© • • • ®l)T = n for any positive integer n, we

have bT = b for every positive rational. Moreover, in Rr we have (r2 — a) ®a

= a@(r2-a)=r2, and in R, we have [s(s2-a)]®a = a®[(s2-a)/s]=s2. By

comparison, (r2 — a)T = s(s2 — a) =(s2 — a)/s. Since s2 — a^O, this yields s2 = l,

which is contradictory.

2. The following method allows the construction of a wide class of infinite

abelian PDNRs.

Suppose B is an abelian group, e a fixed element of B, and suppose © is the

direct product group of B with itself. Let §,-, * = 1, 2, 3, be respectively the

subgroups of © consisting of all elements (1, x), (x, 1), and (x, x), xG-B. Sup-

pose J) is a subset of ©, such that the following are satisfied:

(1) 8G®, aG§<. for anyi, implies g = bibr1 for exactly one pair bi,b2GS).

(2) gG§i for some i, 8^(1, 1), implies s^bibr1 for any bi, b2G£).

(3) For every adB, a^l, there is exactly one bdB and exactly one cdB

such that (a, b)dT>, (c, a)G35; no element (1, x) or (x, 1) is in 3).

(4) (be, &)<$£), all bdB.
(5) If a-Abe, then (a, b)d(c, c)35 for exactly one cdB.

We have shown in Chapter III that if B is the multiplicative group of an

abelian PDNR (R, +, ■), and if 5) is the subset of © consisting of all elements

(3) The author's doctoral dissertation contains an algebraic proof; in [12], Naumann

refers to the existence of this example without specifically giving it, and states that a geometric

proof can be given.
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(a, b) such thato + 6 = l, then (1) and (2) are satisfied. It is quite easy to verify

that (3), (4), and (5) are also satisfied.

Conversely, if (l)-(5) are satisfied, let R he the set union of B and a new

element 0 (zero), and define (£,+,-) as follows: multiplication between non-

zero elements of Ris the same as inB; Ox = x-0 = 0, all x££;x+0 = 0+x=x,

all x££; 6e+6 = 0, all bCB; a+b = c, if a, bCB, a^be, where c is the unique

element determined by (a, 6)£(c, c)3).

Then it is easy to show that (R, +) is a loop and that both distributive

laws hold, so (£,+,) is an abelian D N R; we wish to show that it is a PD N R.

Theorem. Let (R, +, ■) be an associative DNR in which:

(i) xa+b=xc+d has a unique solution x for all a, 6, c, dCR, a^c;

(ii) ax+b = cx+d has a unique solution x for all a, b, c, dCR, a^c.

Then (R, +, ■) is a PDNR.

Proof. We must show that there is exactly one solution for ax+y=6,

cx+y=d, all a, 6, c, dCR, ay^c.

Suppose a = 0. Then y = 6, cx+y = d uniquely determine x and y. So we can

assume a^O, and similarly cp^O.

Suppose b = d. Then we have ax+y = cx+y, so ax = cx; since ay*c, this

implies x = 0, and thus y = 6. Clearly x and y are unique.

Suppose a~1b = c~1d. Then x+a~1y=a~16 = cr1a'=x+c:~1y, so a~1y=c~1y,

whence y = 0, x=arxb are the unique solutions.

We can assume then that a^O, c?±0, bj^d, and a~1b7±c1d. If x = 0 is a

solution, then y = b = d, and if y = 0 is a solution, then x = a~1b=c~1d. Thus

we can also assume x?^0, yj^O. Finally, at least one of 6 and d is not zero; say

b^O. Then db~x(ax+y) =d = cx+y, or db~1ax+db~1y = cx+y.

Now suppose"that ax+y=au+v = b and cx+y = cu+v=d; i.e., a solution

exists, but is not necessarily unique. As above, we also have «^0, vt^O, and

db~xau +db~1v = cu +v.

Thus (db~1a)(xy~1)+db-1 = c(xy-1) + l, and (db-1a)(uv~1)+db~1 = c(uv-1)

+ 1. But from (ii) this implies that db~ra = c or xy~1 = uv~1. But if db~1a = c,

and d^O, then a~1b=c1d, which is contradictory; if d = 0, then c = 0, which

is also contradictory. So xy~1=uv~1. Then a(xy_1) + l =6y~\ and a(uv~^+l

= bv~1, or y =v, and thus x=u. So the solution, if it exists, is unique.

For the existence, we can assume as above that a^O, cy^O, b^O, a_16

F^c^d, by^d, and x?*0, yj^O for any possible solutions.

Since db^a^c, there is a unique solution z for db~1az+db~1=cz+l, and

zj*0, since b^d.

If cz + l=0, then db~1(az+l)=0, or d = 0, since az+l^cz+1 =0. Let

p = az+l960, and let x = zp~1b, y=p~yb. Then <zx+y = az/>-16+/>_16 = (az

+ l)p~1b=b, and cx+y = czp~1b+p-1b = (cz+l)p~1b = 0=d. Thus a solution

exists in this case.

If  cz+1^0,   then  db~1(az + l)=cz+l;  we  have aVO,  az+1^0.   Let
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p=cz+l, x = zp~xd, y=p~xd. Then ax+y = azp~1d+p~1d=(az+l)p~1d

= [bd-1(cz+l)]p~1d = b; cx+y = czp-1d+p~1d=(cz+l)p-1d = d. Hence in all

cases a solution exists, and the theorem is proven.

In view of the above, it is only necessary to show there is a unique solution

x for the equations xa+b=xc+d, a^c. If any one of a, b, c, d is zero, then the

solution exists and is unique, so we assume a, b, c, d all nonzero.

If c~1a = d~1b, then x = ba~1e=dc~1e is a solution, and in fact, xa+b

= xc+d = 0. Since xa + b=xc+d is equivalent to xd~1ac~1+c~1d~1b = xd~1

+C-1, or to (xd~1+c~1)(ac-1)=xd~1+c~1, or to x = dcr1e, this must be the

only solution.

Now suppose b = d. Then xa=xc has only the solution x=0, since a¥-c.

Finally, we suppose b^d, c~1a7^dr1b. Determine (fuft), (fz,fi)d^) such

that (a-h, b-1d)=(f3,f4)(fi,ft)-1. Then let p=bfr1=dfr\ and let x = pfia~1
= Pf»c~1. It>s easYto verify that xa+b =xc+d, and by a reversal of the above,

x is unique.

Thus (R, +, •) is an abelian PDNR.

Now we wish to construct 3) satisfying (1)—(5) for a given B. Let C be any

countably infinite abelian group with at most one element of order two.

(Then x2 = b is satisfied for at most two values of x, for a given bdC.) Let A

either be the group of order one, or let A be the multiplicative group of a

finite abelian PDNR (S, +, ■); ii A contains an element of order two, we de-

mand that C contain no element of order two. Finally, let B be the direct

product of A and C.

li A is the identity group, let 3)o be the empty subset of ®; if A is the

multiplicative group of (S, +, ■), let 3)o be the subset of ® consisting of all

elements (a, b), a, bdA, such that a+b = l in (S, +, •)■ If A is the identity

group, let e be any fixed element of B, and if A is the multiplicative group of

(S, +, ■), let e be the element of A satisfying e +1 =0 in (S, +, •).

Now we shall assume that 3D' is a finite subset of ® satisfying (6), (7), and

(8); note that 3)o satisfies these conditions.

(6) All the differences bibr1, where bi, btd^)', are distinct, and none is in

any §i.

(7) All the differences/i/r1, (fi,ft) G3V, are distinct, and none is equal to e.

(8) (fx,ft)d'£)' implies that neither fx nor ft is 1.
Now suppose that q = (a, b) is an element of ®, not in any §i, which is

not equal to any of the quantities bibr1, where bi, b2G3)'. Note that q2 = l

implies a, bdA or qG§i for some i; so q2?*l. We shall construct a set 3)"

which contains 3)' and two more elements, such that 3)" satisfies (6), (7), (8),

and such that q = bibr' for some bi, b2G3)".

For an arbitrary p = (g, h)d®, consider the following elements:

(9) *)b-\ bp-\ qpb-1, bp-'q-1, q, qr1, bbr\ where b, biG3)', b^bi.
These elements are all distinct unless at least one of the following holds:

(10) p2 = bbi, p2 = bbiq-1, p = bbr'bj, p2 = bbiq-2, p = bbr'kq-1, p = bq, p = bq-1,
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p = b, p = bq~2, q = q_1, q = bbrx; where b, bi, b2£35'.
The last cannot occur by hypothesis, and q = q_1 cannot occur since q2^l.

The rest can only occur for finitely many values of p£®.

An element of (9) is in some §,• only if at least one of the following holds:

(11) g=fh h=f2, ag=fu bh=f2, fc-1^-1/!, h-1g=bff1fia-1; where

Cfi,/2)£35'.
These equations are satisfied for only finitely many h, for a given g, and con-

versely.

Now if we demand that p be so chosen that none of the equations of (10)

or (11) are satisfied, and if, furthermore, we demand that g9*l, hr*l, agj^i,

bh?±l, h~xg^e, h^g^ba^e, then we have infinitely many choices for p. If we

choose such a p, and adjoin p and qp to 35', calling the new set 35", then 35"

satisfies (6), (7), and (8). Furthermore, q = bibrx for a pair bi, b2£35".

Now suppose that 35' is finite and satisfies (6), (7), (8), and suppose a is

an element of B such that o^e./r^i^ci, for any (fi,f2) £35'. For an arbitrary

P = (g, ^)£3), consider the elements:

(12) Kb-1, bp-1, bbr1, where b, bi£35', b^bi.
As before, the elements of (12) are all distinct except for finitely many values

of p. An element of (12) is in some §,• only if at least one of the following holds:

(13)_ g=fi, h=f2, h-ig^ffVu where (f,,/,)£$'.
For a given g, this is possible for only finitely many h, and conversely.

Now if we demand that p be so chosen that none of the equations of (13)

are satisfied and so that none of the elements of (12) are identical, and if

furthermore, we demand that gy^l, hj^l, then we can demand that h~1g = a.

Then if we adjoin such a p to 35', and call the new set 35", then 35" satisfies

(6), (7), and (8); also a=frfi holds for an element (/i,/2)£35".
Now if a is an element of B, a 9£1, and if a does not occur as a first com-

ponent of an element of 35', where 35' is a finite set satisfying (6), (7), and (8),

then we consider the following elements, where p = (a, h), h an arbitrary ele-

ment of B:

(14) pb-1, bp-1, bbr1, where b, bi£3)', b^bi.
Since h is not restricted, these elements are all distinct except for finitely

many values of p.

If any element of (14) is in some §<, then at least one of the following

holds:

(15) a=fi, h=f2, h-ia^fr'fi, where (/i,/2)£3)'.
The first of these is not true, by hypothesis, and the others are satisfied for

only finitely many h.

So we shall demand that h be chosen so that p is any one of the infinitely

many elements such that the elements of (14) are distinct, such that the

equations of (15) are not satisfied, and such that hj&l, h~xaj^e. Then we let

35" be the union of 35' and such a p; 3)" satisfies (6), (7), and (8), and a occurs

as a' first component of (exactly) one element of 3)".
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We can repeat this last process, so that any preassigned non-identity ele-

ment of B appears (exactly) once as a second component of an element of 3)".

Hence we can extend a set 3)' to a set 3)'", so that a preassigned element

of ®, not in any §,-, occurs as a difference bbf"\ b, biG3)'"; also so that a pre-

assigned element of B, not e, occurs as a difference ftlfi, (fi, ft)d^)'"; and

such that any preassigned nonidentity elements occur as first and second

components in D'".

Since both ® and B are countable, and can be well-ordered, it is clear that

proceeding in this fashion we can construct 3), the union of all the 3)', so that

(l)-(4) hold. To show that (5) holds, we note that (a, b) =(c, c)(fi,ft), (fi,ft)

G3), if and only if c=afr1 = bfr1, or b~1a=ff1fx. But if a^be, then this last is

satisfied for exactly one (fx,fi)dT), and thus c = afr1 = bff1 is unique.

So B is the multiplicative group of an abelian PDNR (R, +, ■). Since

addition in the subset of R consisting of A and the zero is defined by 3)o, in

case A was the multiplicative group of a PDNR (S, +, ■), it is clear that

(R, +, ■) contains a sub-PDNR isomorphic to (S, +, ■).

If either (S, +, ■) is not a field, or if we choose 3) so that, for some a, bdB,

(a, &)G3> but (b, a)G3), then (R, +, •) is not a field. It is clear by inspection

of our process for construction of the 3)' that we can always assure that

(R, +, ■) not be a field. If we take (S, +, •) to be the finite field GF(p), then

(R, +, ■) has characteristic p.

Hence for a very wide class of infinite abelian groups B, there is an abelian

PDNR which is not a field, and which has B as multiplicative group.

This method of constructing nontrivial PDNRs is a generalization of a

method used by Hall [9] to construct infinite cyclic difference sets.
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